. Length distribution and completeness of transcripts and encoded proteins in multi-tissue transcriptomes of three cobweb weaving spider species. The distributions of the nucleotide length (A) and the protein length (B) of transcripts are nearly identical for Latrodectus hesperus, L. geometricus, and Steatoda grossa. However, the percentage of transcripts whose longest open reading frames are bound by stop codons at the 5' and 3' ends (C) show that more of the L. hesperus and S. grossa transcripts contain complete coding sequences, while most of the L. geometricus transcripts are only 3' bound. Figure S4 . Gene cluster coverage in three cobweb weaving spider transcriptomes. The numbers of BLASTCLUST derived clusters with representative transcripts in the respective transcriptomes are shown in plain text. The numbers of single transcripts that did not cluster with any others are shown in italics. Figure 2 for delineation of gene families and clusters) that are exclusive to a single cobweb spider species genome show only a single peak at dS ~0.05. This distribution is similar to the younger duplication distribution in Figure 4 . The dS distribution is also lower than the dS distributions of speciation events between cobweb weaving spider species as shown by the dotted lines. Table S1 . RNA-sequencing library information. RNA was isolated from 11-12 different tissue types from 1-29 individuals per species. Individuals were collected in August 2011, unless otherwise specified, and divided into two sets per species. Libraries generated at Johns Hopkins are shown under Library Type = JH. "Number of Paired End Reads" reflect number retained after removing low quality and rRNA sequences. 1. Means ranked from lowest to highest with those suggestive of an ancient large-scale duplication event shaded in light grey. Means of distributions less than the putative large-scale duplication event are in dark grey, and means greater than the putative large -scale duplication event are in white. 2. Log-likelihood of the Gaussian mixtures modeling the dS distribution as returned by mixtools. Table S3 . Phylogenetic location of duplication nodes in 106 arachnid gene families that contained a scorpion and mygalomorph representative. Only duplication nodes with dS within the 95% range of dS values for the older Gaussian distribution (blue in Figure 4C) 
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